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In the first case, they might be used to hamper the
attack on Singapore and to entice part of the Japanese Fleet
to the southward to give the British Fleet an opportunity of
destroying it.
In the second case, they might suitably be employed in
obstructing our operations against Hongkong and Singapore
and in clearing out our light forces lurking among the Dutch
Islands. They might eventually slip through the Straits of
Sunda or Bali and rendezvous with the Battle Fleet from
Europe somewhere to the north-west of Sumatra,
The third case presents many opportunities for inde-
pendent action and calls for audacity. Apart from hampering
our attacks on Hongkong and Singapore and making air-
raids on Formosa, the Pescadores, and Kyushu, the squadron
could raid our communications in the East China Sea, appear
off the Pacific coasts of Japan and send up aircraft to drop
bombs on Tokyo, Nagoya, or Osaka. Continual raids, a
game of suddenly appearing and disappearing, of eGod come
out devil go in5, would be most disconcerting to our plans.
A point not to be overlooked is that these operations
would be conditioned by the necessity of interfering with
ours in Australian waters, and the position of the
squadron's rendezvous with its Battle Fleet would depend
entirely on the movements of our Fleet.
(2) Japanese Plan of Operations
To turn to the Japanese side : at sea we should have to
face a superior force, which we should probably try to
reduce to a level of equality before any decisive action could
be fought by the Battle Fleets. Our Great General Staff*
might possibly regard the following as the principal objects
of our naval operations :
(z) To destroy the enemy's forces in detail.
(if) To reduce the enemy's force by attrition.
(Hi) To capture immediately on the outbreak of war the
enemy bases in the South China Sea.
(iv) To interrupt enemy communications.
* Dai-hon-ei, combined naval and military stafi constituted in war
time only.—Translator.

